CITRERION FOR PACKAGE & TRAY COMPATIBILITY
1. A > ZERO ACCEPT
2. B,F > A ACCEPT
3. C,D,E > ZERO ACCEPT
4. G > A ACCEPT
5. H > ZERO ACCEPT
6. E > H ACCEPT

TYPICAL CONDITION
TRAY - NOMINAL
PKG - NOMINAL

GENERAL TOLERANCES
X : ± 0.25 mm
XX : ± 0.13 mm

DIMENSION IN MM

HLS ELECTRONICS PTE LTD
CRITERION FOR PACKAGE & TRAY COMPATIBILITY

1. A > ZERO ACCEPT
2. B,F > A ACCEPT
3. C,D,E > ZERO ACCEPT
4. G > A ACCEPT
5. H > ZERO ACCEPT
6. E > H ACCEPT

WORST CONDITION(A) TRAY - MINIMUM
PKG - MAXIMUM

GENERAL TOLERANCES

\[ \begin{align*}
X & : \pm 0.25 \text{ mm} \\
XX & : \pm 0.13 \text{ mm}
\end{align*} \]

DIMENSION IN MM

---
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